
 
 
Hebrews 11:1 The Passion Translation 
 “Now faith brings our hopes into reality and becomes the foundation needed to 
acquire the things we long for. It is all the evidence required to prove what is still 
unseen.” 
  
“Assurance” or “Substance”  in the greek is “hypostasis” -  

• that which has a _____________, is firm  
• that which has __________________________ 
• A standing under - ____________________________ 

  
“Childlike faith” is not belief without questions, but it is choosing to believe and 
behave beyond the questions.  
 
Christian faith is always something that begins with _________ and is completed 
with _________________ and _______________. 
 
Faith and obedience are not two separate concepts. They are two sides of the same 
coin. Faith is not something in your head that you simply think yourself into 
believing. And obedience is not something you do blindly without reason.  
Faith is ___________ that begins with ___________________, of whether the 
one calling me to action is _________________. And if so,  I act upon it.   
 
 

1. I rely on the guidance of _______________.  
 

2. I rely on a ___________________________. 
  

3. I rely on ______________________. 
 
4. I rely on _____________________________________. 
 

 



Lamentations 3:19-24 NIV 
• “call” or “recall” is the Hebrew word “sub” (shoov) 
• It means “to return” or “turn back to” 

 
His __________________ is our reasoning - it is our substance that enables us to 
have ________.  
 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
How does faith move from your _________ to your _________? 
Works without ________ can be damaging. 
 
Hebrews 11:17-19 
17 By faith Abraham, when God tested him, offered Isaac as a sacrifice. He who 
had embraced the promises was about to sacrifice his one and only son, 18 even 
though God had said to him, “It is through Isaac that your offspring will be 
reckoned.” 19 Abraham reasoned that God could even raise the dead, and so in a 
manner of speaking he did receive Isaac back from death. 
 
Faith is _________________ in community. 
 
Psalm 22:22 
 “I will praise you to all my brothers; I will stand up before the congregation and 
testify of the wonderful things you have done.” 
Faith is ___________________ in community. 
 
How does faith move from your__________to your__________?  
Faith is ________________ in action. 
Faith is a __________________. 
It’s one thing to ______________faith, but it’s another thing to ___________ in 
faith. 
Faith is _____________ and _________________. 
 
Abraham was promised a land where he would _________________. But he lived 
in a _____________. 
 
 
 



3 Faith Projects  
1. _________________________________ 
2. _________________________________ 
3. _________________________________ 
 
3 Faith Declarations   
1. _________________________________ 
2. _________________________________ 
3. _________________________________ 
 
3 Faith Decisions 
1. _________________________________ 
2. _________________________________ 
3. _________________________________ 
 
 


